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Affect theory reader

This field definition collection consolidates and generates momentum in the burgeoning area of effect studies. Taxpayers include many of the central theorists of affection, those visceral forces below, along with, or generally that conscious knowledge that can serve to lead us towards movement, thought and changing
forms of relationship. While Lauren Berlant explores cruel optimism, Brian Massumi theorizes the affective logic of public threat, and Elspeth Probyn examines shame, they, along with other collaborators, show how an awareness of affection is opening up exciting new perspectives in disciplines from anthropology, cultural
studies, geography and psychology to philosophy, queer studies and sociology. In various essays on subject matter, style and perspective, collaborators demonstrate how the theory of affection illuminates the intertwined realms of the aesthetic, the ethical and the political as they spread through bodies (human and non-
human) in worldly and extraordinary ways. They reveal the broad theoretical possibilities that an awareness of affection opens up as they reflect on topics such as ethics, food, public morals, glamour, workplace growl and mental health regimens. The Affect Theory Reader includes an interview with cultural theorist
Lawrence Grossberg and a later word from anthropologist Kathleen Stewart. In the introduction, editors suggest ways to define the effect, trace the history of the concept, and highlight the role of effect theory in various areas of study. Collaborators. Sara Ahmed, Ben Anderson, Lauren Berlant, Lone Bertelsen, Steven D.
Brown, Patricia Ticineto Clough, Anna Gibbs,Melissa Gregg, Lawrence Grossberg, Ben Highmore, Brian Massumi, Andrew Murphie, Elspeth Probyn, Gregory J. Seigworth, Kathleen Stewart, Nigel Thrift, Ian Tucker, Megan Watkins This defining field collection consolidates and builds momentum in the burgeoning area
of the studios. Taxpayers include many of the central theorists of visceral forces that affect, along with, or generally that conscious knowledge that can serve to lead us towards movement, thought and changing forms of relationship. While Lauren Berlant explores cruel optimism, Brian Massumi theorizes the affective
logic of public threat, and Elspeth Probyn examines shame, they, along with other collaborators, show how an awareness of affection is opening up exciting new perspectives in disciplines from anthropology, cultural studies, geography and psychology to philosophy, queer studies and sociology. In various essays on
subject matter, style and perspective, collaborators demonstrate how the theory of affection illuminates the realms of the aesthetic, the ethical and the political as they spread through the bodies (human and non-human) in worldly and extraordinary ways. They reveal the broad theoretical possibilities opened by a to affect
as they reflect on topics such as ethics, food, public morals, glamour, workplace growl and mental health regimens. The Affect Theory Reader includes an interview with cultural theorist Lawrence Grossberg and a later word from anthropologist Kathleen Stewart. In the introduction, editors suggest ways to define the
effect, trace the history of the concept, and highlight the role of effect theory in various areas of study. Collaborators. Sara Ahmed, Ben Anderson, Lauren Berlant, Lone Bertelsen, Steven D. Brown, Patricia Ticineto Clough, Anna Gibbs, Melissa Gregg, Lawrence Grossberg, Ben Highmore, Brian Massumi, Andrew
Murphie, Elspeth Probyn, Gregory J. Seigworth, Kathleen Stewart, Nigel Thrift, Ian Tucker, Megan Watkins Price $29.95 Publisher Duke University Press Publish Date November 12, 2010 Pages 402 Dimensions 6.0 X 9.1 X. 1.2 lb English language Paperback type EAN/UPC 9780822347767 Melissa Gregg works in the
Department of Gender and Cultural Studies at the University of Sydney in Australia. She is the author of The Affective Voices of Cultural Studies. Gregory J. Seigworth is a professor of communication and theater at Millersville University in Pennsylvania. The Affect Theory Reader is unique. It gathers interesting and
provocative articles on the effect of known theorists and, suggestively, highlights the productive divergence between the different philosophical and psychological positions on the subject. --Erin Manning, author of Politics of Touch: Sense, Movement, Sovereignty Written by some of the most interesting and important
thinkers in the field, the essays in this magnificent collection demonstrate how any serious consideration of culture and politics must involve serious attention to affect. The Affect Theory Reader covers remarkable ground: from the ontology of the future threat to Bush's preventive policy to the management of workplace
effects on the information economy; from the biology of human mimicry to attachments to the promises of the good life that often cruelly wear down economically precarious subjects. Carefully curated and genuinely interdisciplinary, with collaborators from fields ranging from media studies to geography, Melissa Gregg
and Gregory J. Seigworth's reader will be indispensable for anyone working in or adjacent to affect the theory. --Sianne Ngai, author of Ugly FeelingsThe Affect Theory Reader is . . . a valuable resource: it presents essays in conversation in such a way as to provoke more discussions, to refine various definitions and
approaches that should affect. Gregg and Seigworth frame the talks in such a way that differences between approaches are drawn, and their substantial serves as an adequate survey of current work... Gregg and Seigworth have assembled an impressive collection of essays and, in their introduction, certainly recognize
the limits and of such a project. The work is impressive and will certainly catalyze further development in the theory of effects in all disciplines. --Russ Leo Reviews in Cultural TheoryAs the first definitive collection of essays on effects studies, The Affect Theory Reader demonstrates how the affective shift in academia has
been, and continues to feel, across a variety of disciplines. --Marcie Bianco Raise the difference While a book reader could be left less than more confident than it is accurately 'affecting theory', or even affecting itself, it is very likely to move through the range of thoughtful and affective styles that make up the volume and
constitute what publishers call in the introduction, an inventory of brightness (p11). This incitement to 'more than speech', the ability to touch, move, mobilize readers (p24) is exactly what one would expect from an affectionate theory reader, and that is what the contributions that make up this collection really achieve. --
Michael Goddard New Formations Table of Contents: Happy Objects / Sara Ahmed The future birth of the affective fact : the political ontology of the threat / Brian Massumi Scripture shame / Elspeth Probyn Cruel optimism / Lauren Berlant Bitter after taste : affect, food, and social aesthetics / Ben Highmore An ethic of
everyday infinitys and powers : Felix Guattari on the effect and chorus / Lone Bertlesen and Andrew Murphie Modulating excess affectation : moral in a state of total war / Ben Anderson After affecting : sympathy, synchronization, and mymetic communication / Anna Gibbs The affective turn : political economy, biomedia,
and the bodies / Patricia T. Clough Eff the Ineffable : affect, somatic management, and users of mental health services / Steven D. Brown and Ian Tucker On Friday night drinks : The workplace affects in the age of the cubicle / Melissa Gregg Wanting Recognition , accumulating the effect / Megan Watkins Understand
the material practices of glamour / Nigel Thrift Affect's future : rediscovering the virtual in the real / Lawrence Grossberg (an interview with Gregory J. Seigworth and Melissa Gregg). The reader of affectation theory is . . . a valuable resource: it presents essays in conversation in such a way as to provoke more
discussions, to refine various definitions and approaches that should affect. Gregg and Seigworth frame the talks in such a way as to draw the differences between approaches, and their substantial introduction serves as an adequate survey of current work. Gregg and Seigworth have assembled an impressive collection
of essays and, in their introduction, certainly recognize the limits and scope of such a project. The work is impressive and will certainly catalyz development in the effects across disciplines. - Russ Leo, Reviews in Cultural Theory As the first definitive collection of essays on the effect The Theory of Affectation Reader
demonstrates what the affective turn has been like in academia, and continues to be felt, across a variety of disciplines. - Marcie Bianco, Raise the Difference While a book reader could be left less than more confident than it is accurately 'affecting theory', or even affecting itself, it is however very likely to move by the
range of thought styles and affectives that make up the volume and constitute what publishers call in the introduction , a 'brightness inventory' (p11). This incitement to 'more than speech', the ability to touch, move, mobilize readers (p24) is exactly what one would expect from an affectionate theory reader, and that is
what the contributions that make up this collection really achieve. - Michael Goddard, New Formations The Affect Theory Reader is unique. It gathers interesting and provocative articles on the effect of known theorists and, suggestively, highlights the productive divergence between the different philosophical and
psychological positions on the subject. — Erin Manning, author of Politics of Touch: Sense, Movement, Sovereignty Written by some of the most interesting and important thinkers in the field, the essays in this magnificent collection demonstrate how any serious consideration of culture and politics must involve serious
attention to affect. The Affect Theory Reader covers remarkable ground: from the ontology of the future threat to Bush's preventive policy to the management of workplace effects on the information economy; from the biology of human mimicry to attachments to the promises of the good life that often cruelly wear down
economically precarious subjects. Carefully curated and genuinely interdisciplinary, with collaborators from fields ranging from media studies to geography, Melissa Gregg and Gregory J. Seigworth's reader will be indispensable for anyone working in or adjacent to affect the theory. — Sianne Ngai, author of Ugly Feelings
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